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Abstract 

Prediction of the contact state between soil and structure is a key step in any study of shallow foundations resting on 

swelling soil. However, in practice, the foundation designer has no simple and rapid method, at the design stage, to 

define the contact conditions. This study presents a new method, both simple and reliable, to predict the contact state. To 

do this, a soil-structure interaction model is developed. The building behavior is investigated with the Euler–Bernoulli 

beam theory and the ground behavior is investigated with a Winkler model. The soil-structure interaction is then, studied 

at the equilibrium state. The thereby obtained equation is analyzed and all of its parameters are synthesized in a new 

factor named "Detachment Factor". The decidability of the contact is thus reduced to the study of this single element, 

which allows a reasonable approach to the knowledge of the surface rate engaged in the shallow footings - expansive soil 

interactions. The conclusions of the current study are validated against five cases treated in the literature in various 

regions around the world. In addition, a parametric study of the “Detachment Factor” shows that each of its parameters 

(i.e. swelling stiffness, shape of initial soil surface, permissible deflection, structure geometry and loads) has a variable 

effect on the contact state between a footing and swelling ground. But, the structure load has the most significant effect 

on it. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, economic constraints enhanced by the scarcity of constructible land, lead to the execution of 

foundations sometimes in difficult geotechnical environment such as expansive soils. Expansive soils are known to 

swell on wetting and shrink on drying. Soils with high smectite (clay mineral) content exhibit maximum shrink-swell 

characteristics; however, any soil generally classified as clay will exhibit some shrink-swell characteristics [1].  

Widespread all around the world, this natural risk of shrinkage-swelling of clay soils, although not dangerous for 

humans, causes each year considerable and often irreversible damage to several structures built without precautions on 

these soils, which triggers substantial financial losses for the countries concerned [2]. In order to understand the 

behavior of both structures and expansive soils, numerous in situ surveys were carried out in these countries [2-4]. It 

revealed that lightly loaded structures, especially individual masonry houses with shallow foundations built on 

expansive soil, are the most vulnerable to the shrinkage-swelling phenomenon and that a structural damage to 
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buildings has been caused mainly by the differential heave of the foundation subsoils. It showed also that differential 

heave of the foundation subsoils depends upon a number of variables, such as lateral thickness of the clay substratum, 

non-uniformity of the soil, variations in water content beneath the structure, and other parameters related to the use and 

occupation of the particular building. Accurate comprehension of the behavior of a swelling soils and the interaction 

between the structure and the soil movement undergoing during a wetting or drying period is therefore fundamental for 

the design of shallow foundations on clayey soils.  

Commonly used methods for the design of shallow foundations relying on expansive soil [5-7] shows that the 

prediction methods of soil swelling (shrinkage) have been continuously improved in particular with the understanding 

of the behavior of unsaturated soils. Those methods can be gathered into four (4) main categories: oedometer methods 

[8-10], soil suction methods [11-13], empirical estimating methods for soil deformation summarized by Nelson and 

Miller [14] and, finally, the hydro mechanical coupling methods [15-17]. Once the soil's susceptibility to swelling is 

determined, the deformation of the building on this deformed ground is then studied numerically by using finite 

element modeling software or analytically by applying the Winkler-type local strain model (1867), solved using 

Krylov functions. The latter approach has proved to be more appropriate for usual and standard designs than numerical 

resolution even though both methods are comparable in term of reliability. In practice, in order to match as closely as 

possible with reality, the engineer must define one of the major input value needed to perform a reliable modelization 

of the soil-structure system: the conditions of contact between clayey ground and foundation. In other words, it must 

be predicted if the contact between the soil and the structure will be either partial or total. However, there is no 

objective method to predict the state of swelling soil - structure contact. Indeed, the research carried out to date does 

not all agree on the same conclusions concerning the type of ground/structure contact and the criteria that define it. In 

their calculations, the researchers assume that the expansive ground/foundation contact is a priori partial. Although 

based on feedback from real experience, this choice is arbitrary and hence are restricted to the geographical location 

for which they are derived. In response to this issue, a new method is developed in this article. It defines, in a practical 

and precise way, the state of soil - structure contact and its extent by introducing a new parameter named "the 

Detachment Factor": it is an estimator of the contact area, both simple and convenient. 

The current study starts by analyzing the response of the building-ground system in terms of building deflection 

induced by soil swelling (shrinkage) during a wet (drying) period, taking into account the phenomenon of clayey soil-

structure interaction. To achieve this objective, the footing - clayey ground system is modelized at the equilibrium. The 

building's mechanical behavior is investigated with the Euler – Bernoulli beam theory, and the ground behavior is 

investigated with a Winkler model. As a result of this modelization, a parametric equation is proposed. An analysis of 

all parameters involved in this equation is held. It shows that they can be synthesized in a unique factor called 

"Detachment Factor". The conclusions of this approach are validated against five cases treated in the literature with 

several kinds of structures, in various regions around the world. The results of this study show a total agreement 

between the contact states predicted by the current study and the ones retained by authors in the literature.  

In addition, a parametric analysis of all variables comprised in the formula of the “Detachment Factor" (i.e. 

swelling stiffness, shape of initial soil surface, permissible deflection, structure geometry and loads) is developed in 

this article. An answer is also given to the following question: is the state of soil - structure contact related to the soil 

or to the structure or is it the result of a swelling soil-structure interaction?  

2. Materials and Methods 

In the current analysis, the behavior of the expansive soil-structure system is modeled using the concept of beam on 

swelling dome proposed by Lytton (1977) study, because of its convenience and its ability to provide results with a 

level of precision comparable to the most sophisticated analyses (finite elements) [18]. In order to take into account 

the worst-case scenario, the foundation seating depth is taken equal to zero in this model. The most frequent situations 

of shallow foundations on swelling soils will be examined in this work, namely the swelling of the soil near the ends 

of the strip (edge heave) and the swelling of the soil under the center of the foundation (central heave).  

The principles of the resistance of materials are used to calculate the foundation. The equations for this problem are 

based on the balance of forces involved; principle of action and reaction. The study of soil behavior is carried out 

using the techniques of soil mechanics. For the iterative calculation of the parameters “C” and “a” of the model 

presented below, an algorithm has been developed, using the Python language. The graphical representations are 

obtained using autoCAD and Excel software. 

2.1. Clayey Ground Model 

The soil can be modelled by elastic parameters such as Youngs Modulos and Poissons Ratio. The simplest model, 

however, is the Winkler spring in terms of a constant spring stiffness (k), named modulus of reaction. As it has been 

demonstrated by the analysis of Poulos (1984) study that the precise form of the soil model has relatively little 

influence on the strip behavior [19]. The behavior of the swelling clays is modeled by considering a homogeneous 
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elastic expansive soil, so that the swelling of the soil is supposed to be uniform in the vertical direction (considering a 

single-layer model). The modulus of reaction, noted k, is assumed to be constant on the soil/footing contact area 

2.2. Building Model 

The geometry of the structure can be reduced into rectangular dimensions of length (L). For complex shapes, the 

plan of the structure can be divided into overlapping rectangles. So that in the present study, the building is modeled 

by an element of concrete beam of length L with fixed section, constant rigidity and tolerating a maximum admissible 

deflection ∆. 

2.3. Load Model 

In this model, the foundation beam is subjected to external loads, due on the one hand to the structure and on the 

other hand to the reaction of the swelling soil. 

2.3.1. Superstructure Loads 

A variety of structural loading patterns will occur in practice. However, this complexity can be reduced by 

simplifying the superstructure loads into a linear perimeter distribution W (kN/m) (wall loads), a linear distribution 

acting in the center of the building (partitions) P (kN/m) and a uniform distribution w (kPa). The representation of 

superstructure loads proposed in this work is considered, by Building Research Advisory Board (BRAB) (1968) [20], 

Mitchell (1984) [21], and Pidgeon (1980) [22] studies, as a more realistic model and allowing more conservative 

bending moments than if uniform distributions of the superstructure load have been adopted. 

2.3.2. Reaction of the Support Soil Induced by the Expansive Soil-structure Interaction 

The approach followed in this analysis for the calculation of the soil’s swelling reaction induced by the soil-

structure interaction is as follows: at first, the clay soil surface’s free deformation as well as the deformation of the 

foundation are determined and then Winkler's model is used to find the equilibrium solution. Attention here will be 

focused on the simplification of the expression of the contact pressure between soil and the strip, by proposing a linear 

identification for the soil reaction under the frame Pi (kPa) using the method of least squares. 

As proposed by Winkler (1867), the expression of the swelling soil reaction Pi, induced by the interaction between 

the swelling soil (modeled by springs) and the structure, is declined as follows: 

𝑃𝑖 =  𝑘 (𝑦 − 𝑓)                                                                                                                                                               (1) 

Several procedures have been recommended for the determination of the soil reaction modulus k (kPa/m) (the 

Vesic triaxial test (1961) [23], the Terzaghi plaque test (1955) [24] studies …). In the current study, the following 

expression of the soil reaction modulus k (KPa) determined from the swelling tests is retained because of its adequacy 

with the Winkler model chosen above.   

k = 
σa

y0−ya
                                                                                                                                                                           (2)  

Where; 𝜎𝑎 is the pressure applied to the test specimen, 𝑦0 is the amplitude of the free swelling of the soil and 𝑦𝑎 is the 

amplitude of the swelling of the soil under the applied pressure 𝜎𝑎. 

Prediction of the distribution of “free-field” soil movement (under zero contact pressure) along the footing, due to 

swelling or shrinking is difficult, as the presence of the footing will influence this movement. In this model, the free 

deformation of the soil, called “swelling domes”, is represented by convex curves for the central heave and concave 

for the edge heave (Figures 1). This simplified approach involving the concept of a free-field soil “mound” is 

generally used for practical purposes.  

 

        

Figures 1. Initially distorted soil surface: a) central-heave; b) edge-heave [18] 

For the maximum soil swell of Y, the shapes in Figure 1 (a) and (b), can be approximated by the Lytton equation, 

(Lytton 1977) [18] study, as follows: 
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𝑦(𝑥) =(
2x

L
)m𝑌                                  (3) 

With y denotes the displacement of the ground measured from the high point (m),Y the Maximum soil swell (m), x the 

horizontal distance from the high point and m (m≥2) the form factor (function of L and the depth of variation of the 

water content in the soil, the active zone). 

The exponent “m” in Equation 3 has been found to have a major influence on the footing design, as noted by 

Mitchell (1984) [21] and Pidgeon (1980) [22] studies. The following expression for the form factor “m” (Equation 4), 

established by Mitchell (1984) study from analytical solutions of the steady state Diffusion Equation, is adopted in this 

study:     

 

𝑚 = 1.5
𝐿

𝑎
                            (4) 

Where L is the length of the area covered and “a” is the depth of the area of variation in water content under the cover 

(active area). 

- In this model, the profile of the foundation (Figure 2), as it interact with the soil, is approached by an equation 

similar in type to the one defining the soil movement. 

Lift-off is defined in this article as being the point of the soil - foundation interface from which the deformations 

are different. C is the detachment index defined as the ratio between the soil - foundation contact length and the total 

length of the foundation (0 ≤ C ≤ 1). 

 

 Figure 2. Deformation of the beam in the final state  

Inspired by the models of Lytton (1977) [18] and Mitchell (1984) [21] studies the expression for beam deformation 

is declined as follows: 

f(𝑥)  = (
2𝑥

𝐿
)𝑎 𝛥                                  (5) 

In Equation 5, 𝑥 (−L/2 < 𝑥 < 𝐿/2) is the horizontal distance of the section studied compared to the center of the 

beam, an exponent of this equation “a” is an integer and Δ is the allowable deflection of the structure. 

- For the modeling of the studied system, a linear representation is chosen for the soil reaction under the frame Pi 

(KPa) by using the method of least squares: 

𝑃𝑖(𝑥)  =  𝑃𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 (
−2

𝐶𝐿
𝑥 + 1)  

With 𝑃𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  𝑘((𝐶)𝑚𝑌 − (𝐶)𝑎𝛥) 

(6) 

Where 𝑃𝑖 𝑚𝑎𝑥 denotes the maximum value of the contact pressure of the swelling soil (wettest zone). 

From the point where lift-off occurs, the two edges along which there has been loss of contact behave like a console 

beam and the ground reaction is suppressed. Figure 3, summarizes the method explained above for obtaining the 

expression of the swelling soil reaction Pi. 
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Figure 3. Proposed method for obtaining the expression of the swelling soil reaction Pi  

2.4. Representation of Model Parameters 

Figures 4 shows the model parameters and expected beam deflection after being subjected to swelling action at its 

center and extremities. In this figure, y(x) is the Free-field soil movement (assumed to occur in the absence of the 

footing) (m), f(x) is the deflection of the beam (m), which is considered negative when the shape is convex (according 

to beam theory convention), δ0 is the settlement at point x = 0 and C the detachment index. 

Figures 4. Calculation diagram of the strip on swelling ground a) Centre Heave (normal or dry season); b) Edge Heave 

(rainy season) 

y: Clay soil surface’s 

free deformation 

𝑦 (𝑥)  = (
2𝑥

𝐿
)𝑚𝑌      

f: Deformation of 

the foundation 

𝑓(𝑥)  = (
2𝑥

𝐿
)𝑎 

k: Soil reaction 

modulus 

𝑘 =  
𝜎𝑎

𝑦0 − 𝑦𝑎

 

Method of least squares applied 

to the expression of Pi 

 
𝑷𝒊(𝒙)  =  𝑷𝒊 𝒎𝒂𝒙 (

−𝟐

𝑪𝑳
𝒙 + 𝟏) 

With 𝑃𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  𝑘((𝐶)𝑚𝑌 −  (𝐶)𝑎𝛥 ) 

 

Detachment of the footing 

from the soil 

For 
−L

2
 ≤ x ≤ −

CL

2
  or  

𝐶𝐿

2
 ≤ x ≤ 

L

2
 

 

Pi: swelling soil reaction 

Pi(x) = 0 

For 
−CL

2
 ≤ x ≤ 

CL

2
 

 

Contact between footing 

and soil 

b) 

Pi: Swelling soil reaction 

𝑃𝑖 =  𝑘 (𝑦 − 𝑓) 

 

a) 
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Due to the symmetry of the problem, the analysis will be limited to half the beam. Thus, the strip footing behaves 

like a console beam of maximum length L / 2 and embedded at its origin x = 0. 

The boundary conditions resulting from this modelization are the following ones: 

 𝑓(0) = 𝑓’(0) =  0; 

 Derivative of the deformation on the point of separation ( 𝑥 =  𝐶𝐿/2 ) gives the following two boundary 

conditions: f(
𝐶𝐿

2
)− = f(

𝐶𝐿

2
)+ ; 

𝑑𝑓

𝑑𝑥
(

𝐶𝐿

2
)−= 

𝑑𝑓

𝑑𝑥
(

𝐶𝐿

2
)+ . 

 f (
𝐿

2
) = Δ et y (

𝐿

2
) = Y. 

2.5. Static Equilibrium of the Expansive Soil-beam System 

Depending on the water infiltration conditions, the soil structure system evolves over time towards a state of 

equilibrium. Figure 5 shows a diagram of the soil-structure interaction scenario during a swelling of the ground, 

developed by analogy with the situation of soil shrinkage [2]. 

 
Figure 5. Scenario of the soil-structure interaction during swelling of the expansive soil under the construction 

According to this calculation model, when this beam is in a state of final equilibrium, the internal forces at any 

point x of the beam (bending moment 𝑀(𝑥), shear force 𝑉(𝑥)) and its deflection 𝑓(𝑥) can be determined using 

classical formulas for Materials Resistance calculation: 

Under the condition of loss of contact between the soil and the strip over a certain length, 3 conditions must be 

verified: 

 The superstructure loads must balance the soil pressure (𝑷𝒊) spread along the soil - beam contact surface.  

 At any point x of the beam, the moments due to the external forces 𝑀(𝑥)  (due on the one hand to the 

superstructure forces and on the other hand to the contact pressure of the swelling ground) must be equal to the 

internal moment of the strip: 

𝑀(𝑥)  =  
EI × df(x)2

dx2
 (7) 

The deformation of the beam can therefore be calculated by the general equation of the beam by integrating 

Equation 7 twice. 

 The displacement of the strip f must be equal to the displacement 𝑦 of the soil over the entire length of the soil 

foundation contact (𝐶𝐿). 

Thus, the equation of balanced forces in the vertical direction can be written as follows: 

∑ 𝐹 = 𝑃 + 
w×L

2
+ 𝑊 =

L×k

4
 ((C)m+1Y −  (C)a+1Δ) (8) 

If the ground remains in contact with the beam along its length therefore 𝐶 = 1  and the preceding equation 

becomes: 

𝑃 +  
𝑤 × 𝐿

2
 + 𝑊 =  

𝐿 × 𝑘

4
 (𝑌 − 𝛥) (9) 
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𝐹𝑑 =
𝐿𝑘

4
 (𝑌 − 𝛥) will be defined as "Detachment Factor". 

To decide whether there is full or partial contact, the following approach is suggested: 

 If the total structural load ∑𝐹 are less than the value of the "Detachment Factor" then lift-off occurs at 𝑥 =
𝐶𝐿

2
 . 

 If not, no lift-off occurs and 𝐶 = 1.  

Figure 6, summarizes the method explained above for predicting the contact state between shallow foundation and 

swelling soils. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Flowchart of methodology used in the prediction of the contact state between shallow foundations and swelling soils 

2.6. Values of Parameters “C” and “a”: 

For the determination of the values of parameters “C” and “a” of this model, an algorithm has been developed 

using the Python language. Indeed, an iterative procedure is carried out and it starts by attributing an initial value to 

the parameter "a", then the value of “C” is calculated by Equation 8. The values of the footing deformation 𝑓 (𝑥) at 

two different points of the beam , obtained by using Equations 5 and 7, allow to check the assumed value of a from the 

Equation 10: 

a =𝑙𝑛(
𝑓1(𝑥1)

𝑓1(𝑥2)
)/ 𝑙𝑛 (

𝑥1

𝑥2
)  (10) 

The correct value of 𝑎 is then determined through a process of trial and error. 

3. Results 

The distribution of deflection along the beam for a specified distribution of “free-field” movements, deduced from 

this model, is re-presented by the following expressions: 

 For 0 ≤  x ≤  
CL

2
 

f1(x) =
1

EI
(

Pimax

60×CL
x5 −

(Pimax−w)

24
x4 + (

( CL×Pimax)

24
−

wL

12
−

W

6
) x3 + (

wL2

16
+

WL

4
− 

(CL)2Pimax

48
) x2)                                 (11) 

 Wile for 
CL

2
 ≤  x ≤  

L

2
 

f2(x) =
1

EI
(

w

24
x4 − (

wL

12
+

W

6
) x3 + (

wL2

16
+

WL

4
) x2 −

(CL)3Pimax

192
 x −  

3×Pimax

640
(CL)4)                                                         (12) 

Where W (kN/m) is a linear perimeter distribution (wall loads), w (kPa) is a uniform distribution of superstructure 

loads and Pi max is the maximum value of the contact pressure of the swelling soil given by Equation 6. Furthermore, 

L (m) is a footing length and C is the detachment index, defined as the ratio between the soil - foundation contact 

length and the total length of the foundation (0 ≤ 𝐶 ≤ 1). The value of the parameter 𝐶 can be determined from the 

iterative procedure developed in section 2.6. 

The prediction of the contact state between the shallow stiffened footing and the swelling (or shrinking) ground 

begins by calculating the "Detachment factor" by the following formula: 

𝐹𝑑 = 
𝐿𝑘

4
 (𝑌 − 𝛥) (13) 

If  

∑ F = P + 
w∗L

2
 + W ≤

𝑳𝒌

𝟒
 (𝐘 − 𝚫) 

If  

∑ F = P + 
w∗L

2
 + W ≥

𝑳𝒌

𝟒
 (𝐘 − 𝚫) 

Detachment of the footing from 

the soil at x = 
𝐶𝐿

2
 

CL = length of the foundation in 

contact with the ground 

No detachment of the footing 

from the ground is to be expected 
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Then, the value of the “detachment factor” will be compared to the value of the structural forces. 

 If the total structural load ∑𝐹 (∑𝐹 = 𝑃 + 
𝑤×𝐿

2
 + 𝑊) are less than the value of the "Detachment Factor" 𝐹𝑑 = 

𝐿𝑘

4
 (𝑌 − 𝛥)then lift-off occurs at  = 

𝐶𝐿

2
. 

The length of the foundation in contact with the soil can then be evaluated by CL. 

 If not, no lift-off occurs and 𝐶 = 1. 

3.1. Influence of Design Parameters (Y, K, L, ∆ and w) on the State of Soil- shallow Foundation Contact 

A parametric study of the different components of the soil-structure contact state is presented below. Figures 7 to 

10 show the influence of each of the parameters determining the “Detachment factor” for different values of 

superstructure loads ( ∑𝐹 (kN/m) equivalent loads). Each time, the evolution of the “Detachment factor” Fd is 

examined by varying a single parameter while keeping the others constants. 

It should be noted that: 

The range of applied loading values w (kPa) considered in this work (varying between 30 KPa and 300 KPa) is 

limited to a realistic values corresponding to the buildings most affected by the shrinkage-swelling hazard identified in 

the literature (i.e. building collective housing, individual house, administrative building, etc.), in particular by Jahangir 

(2011) [2]. 

The interval variation of the four parameters value Y, k, L and ∆ is retained taking into account the characteristics 

of different swelling clay soils and different types of construction discussed in the literature, among others in the 

studies of Mitchell (1984) [21], Ejjaaouani (2008) [1], and Jahangir (2011) [2, 15] studies. 

Consequently, the values chosen have no character of generality and are only working hypothesis. 

Soil Reaction Modulus k 

Figure 7 shows the influence of the reaction modulus of the swelling soil k (kPa/m), combined with different loads 

∑𝐹 (kN/m), on the soil /shallow foundation contact state for L = 12 m, ∆ = 12 mm, Y = 160 mm. 

 

Figure 7. Effect of the reaction modulus of the swelling soil k (kPa/m) on the state of ground - shallow foundation contact 

It is observed from Figure 7 that for soils characterized by a reaction modulus k less than 1000 kPa/m, the contact 

between the soil and the structure over the entire length of the foundation is to be expected for a value of 

∑𝐹 exceeding 444 kN/m (corresponding to the building load w=74 kPa). A value for which the detachment factor and 

the superstructure forces take the same value 𝐹𝑑 = ∑𝐹. Moreover, to balance the swelling pressure of the expansive 

soil having a reaction modulus k of 2000KPa/m and to avoid the partial detachment of the structure, it would be 

necessary to design a structure loaded with more than 150 kPa. For medium-weight buildings (w≤300  kPa 

corresponding to ∑𝐹≤1800 kN/m) detachment can only occur in the case of a Clayey ground with a reaction modulus 

k exceeding 4054 kPa/m. 

This abacus shows that the more the value of k increases and the load decreases, the more the state of soil-structure 

contact evolves towards partial separation. Furthermore, for a given value of k, the increase in the load of the structure 

leads to an extension of the soil-structure contact surface.  
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The value of k = 2000 kPa is used in the following analyzes. A value considered as representative of the swelling 

soils most encountered in Morocco. 

Free Swelling of Soil Y  

Figure 8 shows the influence of free swelling, combined with different loads w (kPa), on the contact state in this 

figure, L=12 m, ∆=12 mm and k=2000 kPa/m. 

 

Figure 8. Effect of free swelling Y (m) on the state of ground / shallow foundation contact 

Under these conditions, for light structures (corresponding to the building load w≤ 50 kPa) lift-off is to be expected 

for a clayey ground with a free swelling Y exceeding approximately 6 cm. Moreover, for a clayey soil characterized 

by a free swelling Y = 0.1 m the perfect contact is to be expected between structure and clayey ground loaded more 

than 88 kPa; a value for which Fd = ∑𝐹=528 kN/m. 

It is noted from the Figure 8 that for a fixed load w (kPa), when Y increases the contact state tends towards partial 

separation. However, when the external load exceeds 200 kPa (corresponding to ∑𝐹 =1200 kN/m), a ground-footing 

contact is to be expected along the foundation (for the usual values of Y). 

Permissible Deflection of the Structure ∆  

Figure 9 illustrates the influence of the variation of the Permissible deflection of the beam ∆, combined with 

different loads w (kPa), for L = 12 m, Y = 16 mm, K = 2000 kPa/m. 

 

 

Figure 9. Effect of Permissible deflection of the structure ∆ (m) on the state of ground / shallow foundation contact 
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This Fig. predicts, for the values of ∆ used in this analysis, a loss of contact between a clayey ground and light 

constructions (w≤50 kPa). However, a perfect contact between the ground and the structure is to be expected for 

structures whose weight exceeds 100 kPa and ∆ exceeds 6 cm. 

This Fig. shows that for values of ∆ less than 6 cm, the state of ground / shallow foundation contact is more 

sensitive to the importance of external loads than to the rigidity of the structure. According to the method presented 

above for loads exceeding 170 kPa, a ground - building contact is to be expected along the foundation regardless of the 

flexibility of the structure. When the foundation is flexible (∆ significant) it will tend to follow the deformation of the 

swelling soil and therefore keep contact with the soil over its entire length. 

Foundation length L  

The influence of the length of the foundation L, combined with different loads w (kPa) on the contact state, for 

Y=160 mm, K=2000 KPa/m at ∆=L/1000 is shown in Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10. Effect of the length L (m) of the foundation on the state of ground / shallow foundation contact 

Figure 10 illustrates the relatively small effect of L on the conditions of contact soil-structure. For the values of k, 

Y and ∆ used in this example, the contact between a retained clayey soil and a structure that generate a load less than 

100 kPa would always be partial regardless of the length L of this building. While a structure loaded with more than 

200 kPa would be in contact over its entire length L with the supporting clayey soil, once again, regardless of the 

length of this building. 

Furthermore, it can be deduced from Fig.10 that the increase in the load generates an increase in the extent of the 

soil-structure contact surface. Therefore, for a load exceeding 200 KPa no detachment of the footing from the ground 

is to be expected.  

4. Discussion 

Most of the studies consulted as part of this work assumed a partial detachment of the structure from the support 

soil. It turns out that these studies do not provide any justification for the choice of the soil-structure contact state. 

However, Ejjaaouani (2008) [1] explains that the soil-structure contact is always maintained because of the plastic 

behavior of the supporting clay soil which tends to eliminate the void between the soil and the structure during its 

humidification. Still, due to its general nature, this hypothesis also applies to clay soils studied in research where the 

detachment hypothesis has been adopted. 

So, is the state of soil-structure contact related to the soil, to the structure, or to the interaction of the two? Common 

sense and intuition all lead to the hypothesis of reconciliation between the ground and the structure working in 

interaction. 

None of the studies consulted as part of this work offers an objective method for predicting the state of swelling 

soil/structure contact. The new method developed above fills this void. It allows to define precisely the state of contact 

and its extent from a single factor named “Detachment Factor” 𝐹𝑑. 
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In addition, the expression of the factor 𝐹𝑑 = 𝐿𝐾 × (𝑌 − 𝛥)/4 provides a clear and tangible answer to the question 

raised above since it shows that the state of contact depends simultaneously on the characteristics of the soil and the 

structure. As confirming by the parametric study developed herein.  

Validity of the Approach to Predicting the State of Soil / Structure Contact  

In this section, the method proposed in this article for the prediction of the swelling soil-structure contact state is 

validated against several five cases treated in the literature, by Ejjaaouani (2008) [1], Mitchell (1984) [21], Viet Do et 

al. (2008) [25], and Baheddi (2007) [26] studies. In various regions around the world (Morocco, Australia, France…), 

treating several kinds of structures (wide variation in geometry, stiffness and loads) and several types of clayey soils 

(different swelling profiles and reaction modulus k). 

To do this, the value of the “Detachment factor” 𝐹𝑑 is first determined for each of the five cases studied by 

using the data from each of these studies. Then by applying the method of the current study, the prediction of the 

state of ground - footing contact becomes possible by simply comparing the value of 𝐹𝑑 given by Equation 13 with 

the load of the building 𝛴𝐹 (with 𝛴𝐹 =  𝑃 +  
𝑤∗𝐿

2
 + 𝑊). 

Table 1. Validity of the soil/structure contact state prediction approach 

References 
K 

(KPa/m) 

L 

(m) 

Y 

(m) 
∆ (m) w (KPa) Fd ΣFsup 

Contact state 

Predicted by the 

current study 

Contact state 

retained by 

the author 

 

Jaaouani (2008) [1] 2247.2 9 0.16 0.009 (*) 200 763.49 900 No lift-off No lift-off   

Viet Do et al. (2008) [25] 30000 10 0.1 0.01 (*) Not specified 6750 6750 Lift-off (**) Lift-off   

Baheddi(2007) [26] 1104 6 0.09 0.006 15 139.10 45 Lift-off Lift-off   

Mitchell (1984) [21] 1000 12 0.075 0.012 8,17 189 49,02 Lift-off Lift-off   

Mitchell (1984) [21] 2500 14.05 0.02 0.007 7,27 114.16 51,07 Lift-off Lift-off   

It should be noted that: (*)The expression ∆ = 
𝐿

1000
 is used in the current study if ∆ was not specified by Jaaouani (2008) [1] and Viet Do et al. (2008) [25] studies. (**) 

For the case of Viet Do et al. [25] study the value of the charges due to the structure was not specified. A reverse calculation, adopting the method of this article, found 

that the minimum value of the external load required to avoid detachment in this example would be 1350 kPa. However, according to the bibliographical research as well 

as the various investigations carried out within the framework of this work, the types of works recommended or designed with shallow foundations on a clay mass 

represent loads much lower than this value (1350 kPa). This is the reason why a detachment is intended. 

Table 1 notices a total agreement between the contact states predicted by the current study and the ones retained 

by Ejjaaouani (2008) [1], Mitchell (1984) [21], Viet Do et al. (2008) [25], and Baheddi (2007) [26] studies. Despite 

of the large variation of soils and structures treated.  

 The parametric study developed previously, on the influence of design parameters (Y, K, L, w and ∆) on the 

state of soil-structure contact, reveals the following:  

- The soil-structure contact conditions are very sensitive to the value of the swelling soil reaction modulus k, 

whether for small or large loads. This is why the determination of this parameter must be done with care. 

- The free swelling of the soil is a determining factor in the prediction of the state of soil-structure contact, 

especially for low loads (w ≤ 200 KPa). 

- As demonstrated in Figure 10, when the foundation is flexible (∆ large) it will tend to follow the deformation 

of the swelling soil and therefore keep contact with the soil over its entire length. While for a rigid building, a 

detachment can occur, since the displacement of the rigid body and the deformation of the building are limited 

because of the high rigidity of the building. Which is in accordance with the results of Jahangir (2011) [2] Figure 

11. 

 

Figure 11. Settlement of soil and structure taking into account the soil-structure interaction [2] 

- The effects of the length of the footing on the ground / footing contact state are found to be relatively small. 

For the range of values of k, Y and ∆ considered in this analysis, the increase in load generates an increase in the 

extent of the soil-structure contact surface. For a load exceeding 200KPa, no separation is to be expected. This is in 

agreement with the BRAB (Building Research Advisory Board) method of raft base design, study [20], which is based 
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on the assumption that the support ratio C (determining the portion of the foundation area in contact with the ground) 

is independent of the length of the structure. 

Finally, this parametric study clearly reveals the influence of the value of the construction loads on the state of 

contact between the soil and the structure. So that the increase in the load of the structure always tends to widen the 

footprint of soil-structure contact. 

5. Conclusions  

A new method for the prediction of the contact state between a shallow foundations and expansive soil is presented. 

It allows defining precisely the state of contact and its extent from a new single factor named “Detachment Factor” 

𝐹𝑑 = 𝐿𝐾 × (𝑌 − 𝛥)/4. In order to reach this objective, a model of analysis is developed for the design of a shallow 

footing on expansive soil, for both center and edge heave. It is based on a simplification of the expression of soil 

pressure and is derived from an integration of the beam-on-Winkler mound equation. Then, by analyzing the response 

of this model at equilibrium, the decidability of the contact state (partial or total) amounts to comparing the value of 

Fd with the value of the structure loads 𝛴𝐹.   

A parametric study of the “Detachment Factor” has revealed that all the parameters of which it is composed have 

an impact on the state of soil-structure contact at varying levels. The length of the foundation being the least 

influencing one. The current study also allowed us to conclude that the state of soil / structure contact does not depend 

only on the characteristics of the soil or the structure but on a combination of both.  

Results from the new method and those from Ejjaaouani (2008) [1], Mitchell (1984) [21], Viet Do et al. (2008) [25] 

and M. Baheddi (2007) [26] studies are compared and have shown the accuracy of the developed method. 

The results and the discussion clearly show that the proposed method complies with the standards in use in the field 

of sizing footings on swelling ground. However, it would be valuable in the future to consider an extension of this 

technique to massifs with heterogeneous characteristics. 
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